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Part 12 - Tuesday, April 6 – Kagoshima
After a somewhat austere (in choices, but still tasty and filling) buffet breakfast we were off for a day trip to Kagoshima (we
would cover the Kumamoto streetcar system on the following day). We rode a route 2 streetcar to the end of the line at the
main station and boarded the 8:21 train. We would ride that only as far as Shin-Yatsushiro, which is the northern end of a
new Shinkansen line to Kagoshima, a work in progress that will eventually connect Kagoshima with Hakata and the existing
high-speed system. We arrived on time at 8:41, walked across the platform from a narrow-gauge train to a standard-gauge
HSR unit, called the Tsubame Express, and departed promptly at 8:44, with only 3 minutes carded for the transfer-Japanese efficiency. It took us a mere 35 minutes to make the 86-mile ride to Kagoshima (150 mph), compared to 30
minutes for the 25-mile ride on the traditional MU (only 50 mph), and we arrived right on the button at 9:19.
Kagoshima, with a population of 600,000, is a very attractive city, and we were greeted by a streetcar station adorned with
blooming flowers. In fact we noticed flowers everywhere, with both azaleas and cherry blossoms in bloom, adding to the
ambience. Additionally, in the vicinity of the station forecourt, we observed a ferris wheel and some attractive statuary. But
our major purpose was to ride and photograph the 2-line streetcar system. Since the tramway is only 8 miles long, we
figured we could cover it in half a day and arranged to meet our spouses right after lunch time to accomplish some
sightseeing. We quickly bought day tickets and were off aboard a route 2 car.
Kagoshima’s rolling stock is a mixture of many car types, from old traditional cars to two types of Alna Sharyo low-floor units.
Both kinds are painted yellow and are equipped with large elevated pods at either end containing the operator’s seat and
controls. The doors are located at either end of the low-floor passenger section, which allows for standard PAYL fare
collection. Both types of cars are branded as “Little Dancers,” but of course are different models. The 7000s (type A5) are
the newest, purchased in 2007, and contain 3 articulations (but only one in the passenger compartment). The 1000-series
(type A3) are smaller 4-axle cars, having come in two batches, in 2003 and 2005. The oldest streetcars we observed in
Kagoshima are numbered in the 500 series and were built in the mid 1950s. Most of the other cars, in the 2100- and 9500series, are Peter Witts, painted in an attractive turquoise and yellow scheme, although many carry advertising colors.
Route 2’s outer end is at a junction with route 1, where incoming cars turn left to join that line and immediately terminate at a
shared platform. Right beyond the station is a trailing point crossover, allowing the cars to reach the other platform to pick
up passengers for their return trips. With through cars on route 1 also operating on the same tracks, we observed some
route 2 cars traverse the crossover a second time during their layover to get out of the way of through cars on the other,
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more heavily traveled route. There is a footbridge at this spot, adjacent to a shopping center, and we were able to
photograph lots of the action from above. We transferred to an outbound route 1 car, and a block later entered private rightof-way, which tended to run through a valley alongside a road and the JR Makurazaki line. There were a few overpasses
here as well, but the view was compromised by a string of tall poles carrying high-tension electric wires. The outer terminal
of route 1 is inside a shed.
We returned on another route 1 car, and stopped for photographs at several locations en route to the inner (northern) end of
the system. After the route 2 terminal we passed through a shopping district, and then were joined by the other end of route
2. A 3-track northern terminal at Kagoshimaekimae, also in a shed, serves both routes. I had hoped to get a photo with cars
on each track, but the only opportunities occurred when I was out of position. But if one is not in a hurry, the view can be
accomplished with a little patience. A park near the end of the line serves as an attractive backdrop for photos of the
intensive service. We then headed back to the railroad station via route 2, stopping for some photos on a beautifully
manicured section of center-of-the-road reservation in the heart of downtown. In fact, most of the system is on reserved
track.
With Susan not interested in another excursion only Clare and I visited the island of Sakurajima, crossing Kagoshima’s busy
harbor in the East China Sea via ferry, which we reached via a short bus ride. Sakurajima is home to an active volcano, and
we saw it erupt during our 15-minute boat ride. A plume of smoke (volcanic ash) emerged from the mountain, evolving into a
dark cloud above its peak. Apparently the volcano erupts about 200 times a year. A sightseeing bus met the ferry, which
operates every 15 minutes, and we were off on a tour of the island, with narrative in both English and Japanese. We circled
the island, but also climbed upward on twisting narrow roads, providing us with some excellent views of the sea and the
shore line. Actually Sakurajima is no longer an island, as lava from the volcano had connected it to the mainland, but on its
opposite side, away from the city. There is a large visitor center and observatory at the road’s summit and we stopped for
refreshments and to look at its small museum. We made a few other stops, and were able to hike through the lava fields
where we were afforded some excellent views. We hit it off with an attractive Japanese young lady (who spoke English) and
her father, who she was visiting in this Kyushu outpost on a short vacation from work. It was a very pleasant diversion from
our railfan activities.
Back at the station we met up with Phil and Sue and traveled back to Shin-Yatsushiro on the 17:52 Tsubame, making the 3minute connection to the 18:34 narrow-gauge train to Kumamoto, in effect reversing our morning’s journey. We found an
Italian restaurant for dinner.
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Photos – Kagoshima segment 1 showing some of the sights on the way and in the area.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

00: En route to Kumamoto, where we spent the evening prior to our visit to Kagoshima, we changed trains from a
Bullet to traditional rolling stock, operated by JR Kyushu. Similarly, we changed back to the expanding high-speed
system at Shin-Yatsushiro on the following day. This is a view of narrow-gauge MU that carries local passengers
along the shore at the Hakata station.
01: No, it’s not a Shinkansen, but a narrow-gauge unit with a bullet nose, in operation before the high-speed line is
extended. We rode such a train to Kagoshima.
04: Best Amenity Stadium at Tosu.
08: The forecourt of the station at Kagoshima is dominated by a ferris wheel.
34: One of the ferries that crosses the East China Sea from Kagoshima to the island of Sakurajima.
01: A photo of the Sakurajima volcano with tourists that refused to get out of the way of the photographer.
05: Our Japanese friends, who took the previous photo. Note the black lava, which had spewed from the volcano.

Kagoshima segment 2 covers its streetcar system.
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05: One of the first sights a traction fan notices upon reaching the forecourt of the Kagoshima railway station is the
beautifully- landscaped right-of-way of the streetcar system.
28: There are only two lines in Kagoshima, with the number 2 (red) detouring off a direct route to serve the railway
station. The map is actually upside down, with south at the top.
09: The outer end of route 1 operates on private right-of-way through a narrow valley hemmed in by the railway and
an arterial road. The 2100-series were built locally in the JNR Kagoshima shop from 1989 to 1994.
17 and 16: Two views just beyond the junction of route 2 and route 1. Photo 17 shows the turnback crossover for
route 2 cars. Car 504 will pull up to the center poles, change ends and then use the spring switch to head back toward
the railway station. If the car is early it might have to perform this maneuver more than once, to get out of the way of
route 1 through cars. The 500s are the oldest on the system, having been built in 1955-6. Photo 16 shows two 2100series cars, both in advertising liveries, at the same location. No. 2121 on route 2 is laying over on the northbound
track, waiting for 2122 to pass before following it into the station.
29 and 31: The joint section of routes 1 and 2 through the commercial center of Kagoshima has some very wellmanicured grassed track in the center of the street. Photo 29 shows car 2141 (1994) operating northbound while
photo 31 portrays car 612 in virtually the same spot. The 600s were date from 1960.
32 and 21: The modern era is shown in these photos of two types of 100-percent low-floor cars, both built by Alna
Sharyo. Photo 32 shows of car 1012, built in 2003, while car 7001, built in 2007, is featured in photo 21. The two cabs
take up a significant amount of space in both of the models.
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24: A close-up view of car 7002. The relationship of the dark glass to the bright body paint can make the vehicles look
very odd, especially when the glass at the rear blends in with the surrounding scenery.
20: The two types of low-floor cars in the same view.
27: A final view of Kagoshima, near the north end of the system, where the tracks of routes 1 and 2 run alongside a
park.
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